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	The field of marketing communications is ever-changing. Brand managers continually

	attempt to gain advantage over competitors and endeavor to achieve larger

	market shares and profits for the brands they manage. Marketing communications,

	or marcom, is just one element of the marketing mix, but advertising, promotions,

	marketing-oriented public relations, and other marcom tools perform

	increasingly important roles in firms’ quests to achieve financial and nonfinancial

	goals. Marcom practitioners are confronted with the rising costs of placing ads in

	traditional advertising media (television, magazines, and so on) and are aggravated

	by the ever-growing clutter when advertising in these media. For these reasons,

	advertising and promotion budgets are beginning to shift away from

	traditional media and toward the Internet, which in recent years has become an

	important advertising medium both as a means of accessing difficult-to-reach

	groups (such as college-age consumers) and in providing numerous options for

	presenting advertising messages and promotional offers to these groups.





	Marketing communicators realize now more than ever that their advertising,

	promotion, and other marcom investments must be held financially accountable.

	Companies continually seek more effective ways of communicating effectively

	and efficiently with their targeted audiences. Marketing communicators are challenged

	to use communication methods that will break through the clutter, reach

	audiences with interesting and persuasive messages that enhance brand equity

	and drive sales, and assure that marcom investments yield an adequate return on

	investment. In meeting these challenges, companies increasingly embrace a strategy

	of integrated marketing communications whereby all marcom elements must

	be held accountable for delivering consistent messages and influencing action.
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The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big DifferenceLittle, Brown and Company, 2000
The Tipping Point is that magical moment when an idea, trend, or social behaviour crosses a threshhold, tips, and spreads like wildfire. Just as a sick individual in a crowded store can start can epidemic of the flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend or the popularity of a new restaurant to take off overnightor...
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Esophageal Cancer: Prevention, Diagnosis and TherapySpringer, 2019

	
		The second edition of this very successful book documents the latest progress in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of esophageal cancer and includes additional sections covering novel targeted therapeutic approaches, immunotherapy and palliative and nutritional support for patients. Furthermore, the sections covering...
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Excel 2007: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Many experienced users may initially find Excel 2007 rather disorientating. But Excel 2007: Beyond the Manual will introduce those who are already familiar with Excel basics to more advanced features, like consolidation, what-if analysis, PivotTables, sorting and filtering, and some commonly used functions.
You'll learn how to maximize...
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MCSE Training Kit: Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration Server 2000Microsoft Press, 2001
Welcome to MCSE Training Kit: Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration  Server 2000. This training kit teaches you how to install and configure  Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration Server 2000 (ISA Server), an  enterprise-class firewall and Web caching server. The book begins with an  overview of the features and benefits of...
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Drupal 7 Primer: Creating CMS-Based Websites: A Guide for BeginnersCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	An open source content management system (CMS) like Drupal can be a great
	resource for anyone who would like to develop and maintain a website. In the
	past, in order to make a website, you had to manually assemble all the files and
	develop a fair amount of technical expertise; however, a CMS can automate and
	significantly simplify...
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ERP and Data Warehousing in Organizations: Issues and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Offering ERP deployment strategies for information as diverse as patient records, police and community relations, and geospatial services, this text addresses the complex issues that IT and communication technologies pose for organizations of all sizes.

The successful implementation and deployment of enterprise resource planning depends...
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